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Abstract 
In distributed systems, we replicate data for the purpose of increasing availability and performance. If any 
application requires serial isolation and have the dominance of write operations can effectively use quorum 
consensus approach. In such a scenario, quorum consensus protocol that uses quorum systems should have smaller 
write quorums and good availability. In order to meet these requirements, we propose new Circular quorum 
systems, more suitable for data replication in write dominant scenario. These proposed quorum systems generalize 
the existing Crumbling-wall and Torus quorum systems. 
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1. Introduction 
State-machine replication1, 2, 3, 4 (SMR) ensures that all replica servers that start with same consistent state will 
remain consistent as long as they apply a set of deterministic update operations in the same order. In addition, all the 
replica servers achieve the same consistent state after finishing a set of transactions. If we require some degree of 
fault tolerance then this approach achieves eventual (or weaker) consistency and is suitable for many of the 
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applications. However, some applications also require stronger consistency, like one-copy-serializability or serial 
isolation5, 6 to read always the latest update (unlike, fault tolerant state machine replication). As an example, 
applying any debit operation on any bank account, application handling this will always require to know the latest 
balance in the account.  Quorum consensus approach7 - 17 of data replication suits well for an environment that 
requires fault tolerance and stronger consistency.    
Quorum consensus approach (non-state-machine replication), requires a subset (quorum) of the total replica 
servers for any read (query) or any write (update) operation.  Under this approach, any read operation reads all the 
copies of a read quorum and selects the latest version. However, a write operation writes all the copies of a write 
quorum with a new increased version number. Moreover, any write quorum intersects with each of the read and 
write quorums. In addition, any read quorum intersects with each of the write quorums.  
Circular quorum consensus protocol17 improves the write availability of the system. As any write (update) 
operation writes on all the non-faulty replica servers of a write quorum such that these replica servers should be in a 
position to construct a read quorum. In addition, any faulty replica server may become active only after updating 
their data by applying read operation. Under this approach, write (update) operation is still possible until an active 
read quorum remains. Quorum consensus approach may tolerate the various types of failures, but here, only crash 
stop and network partitioning failures are taken.  
Alpha and Beta Circular quorum systems17 are suitable for read dominant environment but in this paper, new 
Circular quorum systems are proposed that are very robust in write dominant scenario as these provide very high 
availability, fault tolerance and a reasonable communication cost. These proposed quorum systems generalize the 
existing Crumbling-wall quorum systems13 and Torus quorum systems14. 
 Organization of this paper is as follows: Next section presents the newly proposed Circular quorum systems. 
After that, Section 3 analyzes the proposed circular quorum systems. Section 4 describes the related work. While, 
Section 5 presents a comparative analysis of various quorum systems under an aforementioned write dominant 
scenario. The final section contains a conclusion and future work. 
2. Proposed Circular quorum systems 
In this section, we have presented the γ-circular and δ-circular quorum system as follows:  
Definition 2.1: Circular structure C is a collection of n nodes that are arranged in a circular way. In addition, 
every node has a unique number in a sequence, let us say, one to n. After that, we divide circular structure C into k 
arcs, let’s say, 0 1 1, , , kC C C  sequentially, whereas, size of each arc is 0 1 1, , , kn n n  respectively. Moreover, 
0 1 1kn n n n    and :1 1ii n n k d d   . 
As per the intensity of read/write operations, one can construct a suitable write dominant γ-circular or δ-circular 
quorum system by using circular structure C as given below. 
Definition 2.2: γ-circular quorum system (γ) is a collection of quorums, such that, TS * J , where, S is a set of 
read quorums and T is a set of write quorums. In addition, , : , ,i i ji j s S t T t T     and γ must follow the two 
properties as, 
i js t z  .                                                                        (1) 
i jt t z  .                         (2) 
Moreover, for construction of a write quorum, we choose any arc from k constructed arcs of Circular structure C; 
such that, every node is operational in this chosen arc (say, writing-arc, WC). Furthermore, starting from next to this 
WC, select one node from  ¬ ¼2/k  other arcs sequentially in clockwise direction (we can also choose anticlockwise 
direction but all nodes must follow the same convention either clockwise or anticlockwise at all the time). 
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Furthermore, for construction of a read quorum, choose one node from each arc, OR consider any write quorum 
as a read quorum, OR have any two writing arcs  ¬ ¼  kkii CC mod2/,   i.e. 
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Fig. 1 An example of γ-circular quorum system with a clockwise convention 
Theorem 1: In γ-circular quorum system, any two write quorums have non-empty intersection. 
Proof:  It is sufficient to prove that i jt t z  . Let, write quorum it  has ith arc as a writing arc, 0 1i kd d  then 
it will use  / 2 1k « »¬ ¼ arcs, starting from i to   / 2 modi k k « »¬ ¼ . If any write quorum jt  has a writing arc j within 
i to   / 2 modi k k « »¬ ¼ then it will intersect with it . Else, writing arc j will lie within 
    / 2 mod 1 modi k k k « »¬ ¼  to  1 modi k k  , and then referring “(3),” write quorum tj will use ith arc, which 
is writing-arc of ti. Therefore, it and jt will intersect each other. 
Hence, in γ-circular quorum system, any two write quorums have non-empty intersection.                            ■ 
Theorem 2: In γ-circular quorum system, any read quorum has non-empty intersection with any write quorum. 
Proof:  It is required to prove that i js t z  . Refer to “(3)” and “(4),” if read quorum constructed by choosing 
one node from each arc then it will intersect with any write quorum because all write quorum have one writing arc. 
If read quorum is constructed by choosing any write quorum, then by Theorem 1, it is clear that it will intersect 
with any other write quorum.  
If read quorum is constructed by choosing two writing arcs for any i, such as,   /2 mod,i i k kC C « »¬ ¼  then any write 
quorum whose writing arc lies between   1 to / 2 modi i k k« »  ¬ ¼ will intersect with writing arc   /2 modi k kC « »¬ ¼ . 
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Moreover, if writing arc of any write quorum lies between   / 2 1 mod  to i k k i« » ¬ ¼ , then it will intersect with 
writing arc Ci. Therefore, any write quorum will intersect with any read quorum. 
Hence, in γ-circular quorum system, any read quorum has non-empty intersection with any write quorum.           ■ 
Theorem 3: Torus quorum system is a special case of γ-circular quorum system. 
Proof: if we assume arcs of γ-circular quorum system as rows of Torus quorum system then as per “(3),” a write 
quorum construction of γ-circular quorum system will have an equivalent construction of a write quorum in Torus 
quorum system. In addition, if we construct a read quorum by choosing a write quorum only, as per “(4),” in such a 
condition, a read quorum of γ-circular quorum system will have an equivalent read quorum in Torus quorum 
systems. 
Hence, Torus quorum system is a special case of γ-circular quorum system.                 ■ 
Definition 2.3: δ-circular quorum system (δ) is a collection of quorums, such that, S TG c c , where S c is a set of 
read quorums and T c is a set of write quorums. In addition, , : , ,i i ji j s S t T t Tc c c c c c     and δ must follow the two 
properties as, 
i js tc c z                                          (5) 
i jt tc c z                      (6) 
Moreover, for construction of a write quorum, we choose the ith arc from Circular structure C; such that, every 
node is operational in this chosen arc (say, writing-arc, WC). Furthermore, starting from next to this WC, we select 
one node from other arcs sequentially up to kth arc in clockwise direction (We can also choose anticlockwise 
direction, but all nodes will follow the same convention either clockwise or anticlockwise at all the time). 
      ^ ` ^ `1| : , : , :i i i j j i kt x i C C i x x C j x x C C C Cc              .                               (7) 
Furthermore, for construction of a read quorum, we can consider any write quorum as a read quorum, OR we 
choose one node from each arc, i.e. 
         ^ `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Fig. 2 An example of δ-circular quorum system 
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Theorem 4: In δ-circular quorum system, any two write quorums have non-empty intersection. 
Proof: To prove that i jt tc c z  , let any write quorum it c has a writing arc k aC  , where, 1 a kd d  and write 
quorum jt c  has a writing arc from 0  to k aC C  . Then, jt c will intersect with it c  because, jt c has at least one node in the 
writing arc of it c  .  Moreover, if write quorum jt c  has a writing arc from 1 to k a kC C   then it cwill intersect with jt c
because, it c has at least one node in the writing arc of jt c . Therefore, for any two write quorums i jt tc c z  . 
Hence, in δ-circular-quorum-system any two write-quorums have non-empty intersection.               ■ 
Theorem 5: In δ-circular-quorum-system, any read quorum has non-empty intersection with any write quorum. 
Proof:  It is required to prove that i js tc c z  .  Any read quorum isc can be constructed via one of the two ways. 
First, as the construction of any write quorum, i.e. i is tc c . In this case, by Theorem 4, we have i jt tc c z  . Therefore, 
by putting i it sc c into i jt tc c z  , then we have i js tc c z  . Second, read quorum isc has one node from each arc. In 
this way, any write quorum will intersect with read quorum. Because, each write quorum has one writing arc that 
will intersect with such isc . 
Hence, in δ-circular quorum system, any read quorum has non-empty intersection with any write quorum.          ■ 
Theorem 6: Crumbling-wall quorum system is a special case of δ-circular quorum system. 
Proof: If we represent the rows of Crumbling-wall quorum system, as arcs of δ-circular quorum system, then as 
per “(7),” write quorum construction of δ-circular quorum system will have an  equivalent construction of a write 
quorum in Crumbling-wall quorum system. In addition, if we construct a read quorum by choosing a write quorum 
only, as per “(8),” in such a condition, a read quorum of δ-circular quorum system will have an equivalent read 
quorum in Crumbling-wall quorum system. 
Hence, Crumbling-wall quorum system is a special case of δ-circular quorum system.                ■ 
3. Analysis of proposed circular quorum systems 
Under this section, we are analyzing the various parameters of the proposed Circular quorum systems, such as 
Quorum size, Fault tolerance, Availability, Read capacity. For this purpose, we are considering here circular quorum 
consensus protocoll7. 
3.1. Analysis of γ-circular quorum system 
x Read-quorum size 
Refer to “(4),” we have, 
Read quorum size =       /2 mod| : | | / 2 | | |i i i k ks s k i s C k C C « »¬ ¼­ ½§ ·° °§ ·« »      ® ¾¨ ¸¨ ¸¬ ¼ © ¹° °© ¹¯ ¿ . 
x Write-quorum size 
Refer to “(3),” we have, 
Write quorum size =     | | / 2 modWC i k k« »  ¬ ¼ . Whereas, | |WC  = total number of nodes in any one arc that 
we say writing arc. 
 
x Fault tolerance 
Fault tolerance = (total number of nodes – smallest read quorum size).  
Smallest read quorum size =     /2 modmin ,| | / 2 , | | | |i i i i k kk C k C C « »¬ ¼
­ ½§ ·« » ® ¾¨ ¸¬ ¼ © ¹¯ ¿ . 
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Hence, Fault tolerance =     /2 modmin ,| | / 2 , | | | |i i i i k kn k C k C C « »¬ ¼
­ ½§ ·« »  ® ¾¨ ¸¬ ¼ © ¹¯ ¿ . 
x Read capacity 
Read capacity = maximum number of disjoint read quorums. 
Refer to “(4),” If we construct the read quorums in γ-circular quorum system using one node from each arc then 
in this case, maximum disjoint read quorums will be  min | |i iC . 
If we choose, any write quorum as a read quorum then in this case, maximum disjoint read quorums will be one 
only.  
If we take any two writing arcs   /2 mod,i i k kC C « »¬ ¼ as read quorum then in this case, maximum disjoint read 
quorums will be  / 2k« »¬ ¼ . 
Hence, Read capacity =    ^ `max 1, / 2 ,min | |i ik C« »¬ ¼ . 
x Availability 
Let p is the probability that a replica server is in a working state to perform an operation. In addition, we represent 
the probability of some X as  P X . Moreover, we represent the availability of the system as  P S . If any read 
quorum exists in the system then system will be available to perform any transaction. 
   at least one operational read quorum existsP S P . 
   | |at least one operational node exists in  arc 1 1 iCthP i p   . 
  | |all nodes are operational in  arc iCthP i p . 
Let, X = each arc have at least one operational node. 
     | |1 1 1 ii k CiP X p     . 
Let, Y = At least one operational write quorum is there. 
      /2 mod | || |1 11 1 * 1 1 jii k j i k k CCi j iP Y p p« »  ¬ ¼  § ·§ ·    ¨ ¸¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹  . 
Let, Z = All nodes are operational in any   /2 mod and i i k kC C « »¬ ¼ arcs. 
        /2 mod| |/2 | |11 1 * i k ki Ci k CiP Z p p « »¬ ¼« » ¬ ¼ § ·§ ·  ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹ . 
            1 1 * 1 * 1P S P X P Y P Z     . 
3.2 Analysis of δ-circular quorum system 
x Read-quorum size 
Refer to “(8),” Read quorum size =     ^ `| : | |is s k i s C k i      . 
x Write-quorum size 
Refer to “(7),” Write quorum size =  | |WC k i  . Where, | |WC  = total number of nodes in any one arc that we 
say writing arc. 
x Fault tolerance 
Fault tolerance = (total number of nodes – smallest read quorum size).  
Smallest read quorum size =   ^ `min , | |i ik C k i   . 
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Hence, Fault tolerance =   ^ `min , | |i in k C k i   . 
x Read capacity 
For the construction of a read quorum, we can consider any write quorum as a read quorum, or we choose one 
node from each arc 
Read capacity = maximum number of disjoint read quorums. 
Refer to “(8),” If we construct the read quorums in δ-circular quorum system using one node from each arc then 
in this case, maximum disjoint read quorums will be  min | |i iC . 
If we choose, any write quorum as a read quorum then in this case, maximum disjoint read quorums will be one 
only. 
Hence, Read capacity =  ^ `max 1,min | |i iC . 
x Availability 
Let p is the probability that a replica server is in a working state to perform an operation. In addition, we represent 
the probability of some X as  P X . Moreover, we represent the availability of the system as  P S . If any read 
quorum exists in the system then system will be available to perform any transaction. 
   at least one operational read quorum existsP S P . 
Let, X = each arc have at least one operational node. 
     | |1 1 1 ii k CiP X p     . 
Let, Y = At least one operational write quorum is there. 
    | || || |1 1* 1 1 jji kk CCCi j iP Y p p p  § ·§ ·   ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹© ¹¦  . 
        1 1 * 1P S P X P Y    . 
4. Related work 
Under write dominant scenario, it will be quite suitable to have a quorum system with smaller write quorum size. 
We are reviewing some prominent quorum systems in this direction as: FPP quorum systems7 based on finite 
projective planes have the quorum size as O (√n). The size of quorums in these quorum systems is least among fully 
distributed quorum systems but the availability is very low and system load is optimal.  
Tree quorum systems8 logically organize the system nodes into a complete binary tree of height h. We build a 
quorum recursively as either (i) union of the root node and a quorum of any one of the two sub trees or, (ii) union of 
the two quorums, one from each sub tree. System load of these quorum systems is quite very high. Either author has 
presented more versions of tree quorum systems9, 10, 11 but for write dominant scenario aforementioned version may 
provide better write availability. 
Hierarchical quorum systems12 have an n-array tree, where leaves of the tree represent replica sites. A quorum is 
constructed recursively from the root node by obtaining a quorum in a majority of sub-trees.  It has the minimum 
write quorum size as n0.63 nodes. 
Crumbling walls quorum systems13 contain d rows and each row may have any number of nodes, In addition, any 
quorum comprises a full row plus one representative from every row below the full row. Read or Write quorum size 
may be as small as one. 
Torus quorum systems14 logically arrange the nodes in a rectangular grid, such that the last row follows the first 
row in a circular way. Similarly, the last column follows the first column in a circular way. We call such a grid as 
torus. In any torus of h rows, any quorum consists of all the nodes of a row and a representative of each of the ¬ ¼2/h
succeeding rows. 
In any Cyclic quorum systems16, if we have N number of nodes, then  every cyclic quorum Bi, satisfies the 
following three properties (i) iBii  : where, ^ `0,1 1i N  , (ii) , : i ji j B B  zwhere, ^ `, 0,1 1i j N  , 
and (iii) ^ `1 2, modi kB a i a i a i N    , where a1 to ak  all are different integer numbers such that  these numbers 
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belong to ^ `0,1 1N  . Cyclic quorum system is very close to optimal in terms of quorum size among fully 
distributed quorum systems.   
5. Comparative analysis  
Under this section, we are comparing various suitable quorum systems for data replication in the Write dominant 
scenario. Such as FPP quorum system, Crumbling walls quorum system, Cyclic quorum system, Tree quorum 
system and our proposed write dominant γ-circular and δ-circular quorum systems. Write dominant scenario requires 
low write quorum size, high fault tolerance, and high availability. Our proposed Circular quorum systems under 
Circular quorum consensus protocol achieve all these mentioned properties that we are going to examine here. 
Previously proposed quorum consensus protocols require a complete write quorum in order to execute any write 
operation. Likewise, a complete read quorum to execute any read operation. Nevertheless, Circular quorum 
consensus protocol provides significantly high availability and fault tolerance, because, under this protocol any write 
operation is still possible even if a read quorum exists. However, in a non-faulty scenario, proposed protocol requires 
a complete write quorum in order to execute any write operation. Likewise, a complete read quorum to execute any 
read operation. 
In order to examine the availability scenario under low write quorum size, we are considering here a system of 
seven replica sites and desiring a minimum write quorum size as three. Now, we configured all these aforementioned 
suitable protocols along with our proposed protocol using write dominant γ-circular and δ-circular quorum systems. 
For γ-circular and δ-circular quorum systems, we have chosen 1 2 3| | 2,| | 2,| | 3C C C   . Moreover, in a crumbling 
wall first, second and third row contains the two, two and three replica sites respectively. Furthermore, Tree quorum 
system consists a complete a binary tree. 
From Figure 3, it is quite evident that our proposed protocol achieves significantly high read or write availability 
under a given low write quorum size scenario. However, it occurs at the cost of the higher system load. FPP achieves 
the optimal system load, while, cyclic quorum systems also achieve the optimal or near optimal system load. 
Nevertheless, as we know these quorum systems show very poor availability on increasing the system size. 
           
 
Fig. 3 Read or Write availability analysis of various write dominant quorum consensus protocols that have 7 replica sites and minimum write 
quorum size is as low as 3 
Unlike FPP and Cyclic quorum system, proposed δ-circular quorum system can be configured for any minimum 
write quorum size. In addition, it also shows a better availability scenario. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented efficient γ-circular and δ-circular quorum systems for quorum consensus 
protocols of data replication. Proposed quorum systems are designed for the write dominant scenario of data 
replication that requires serial isolation (or stronger consistency). In a write dominant scenario, it is required that 
one must have a lower write quorum size so that fewer nodes can complete a write operation and thus reduces the 
overall message complexity. Moreover, it is also desirable to have a high fault tolerance and high availability. 
Proposed γ-circular and δ-circular quorum systems under Circular quorum consensus protocol provide significantly 
high level of fault tolerance (because, under this protocol, write operation may complete even if an active read 
quorum exist), lower write quorum size and higher availability. Moreover, unlike few other quorum systems, 
proposed Circular quorum systems are so flexible that these can accommodate any number of nodes and generalize 
the existing Crumbling-wall and Torus quorum systems. 
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